Phoenix Element is a book series that mixes magic, fantasy and super heroes into a pot and spans several different planets and lifetimes. Jennibelle starts her day just the same as any teenager, with trying to sleep in and avoid her everyday world. Thankfully its the last day before Spring Break, however a new student, Kyle Roberts, appears on the same day that random portals begin opening up. Faced with robots, Kyle has no other choice than to take Jennibelle and her seven year old babysitting charge, Miles, to another planet. This is only the beginning of Jennibelles adventure, as she discovers shes a reincarnated princess named Anya. To keep both realities separate, Jennibelle takes the name of Anya as Kyle teaches her to use her magical powers of fire. As Anya learns how to control her powers, more issues surface. Anya begins to hear a voice, one with evil intentions. Anya begins to battle her own sanity as the voice tries to take over. This voice, a Rayasha, has attached itself to Anyas soul and is waiting for the right moment to surface. Anya is not alone as others with magical powers start to surface and friends from her past stand at her side.
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